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(57) ABSTRACT 

An Input/Output (IO) Virtualization (IOV) system provides a 
mechanism for sharing computer peripheral devices or 
resources between multiple host computers by presenting a 
single resource multiple times to numerous host systems. The 
IOV system provides IO virtualization and host-to-host com 
munication services to the host computers. The system com 
prises device interfaces coupled to the IO devices. Each IO 
device comprises at least one endpoint function (EPF). Host 
interfaces are each coupled to one of a number of host com 
puters. Each host interface includes a proxy, and each proxy 
comprises configuration data. 
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ASSIGNMENT OF RESOURCES IN AN 
INPUT/OUTPUT (I/O) VIRTUALIZATION 

SYSTEM 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Patent 
Application No. 61/262.416, filed Nov. 18, 2009. 
0002 This application is a continuation in part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 12/751,543, filed Mar. 31, 2010. 
0003. This application is related to U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 12/265,695, filed Nov. 5, 2008. 
0004. This application is related to U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 12/353,659, filed Jan. 14, 2009. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0005. The disclosure herein relates generally to network 
architectures. 

BACKGROUND 

0006 Conventional technologies include a standard 
known as single-root input/output virtualization (SR-IOV) 
for PCI Express(R) (PCIe) devices. The SR-IOV allows mul 
tiple operating systems running simultaneously within a 
single computer to natively share PCIe devices by providing 
native input/output (IO or I/O) virtualization in PCIe topolo 
gies where there is a single root complex. The single root 
complex typically indicates a central processing complex 
with a single chipset, where the PCIe root complex resides. 
Therefore, SR-IOV allows multiple guest operating systems 
running in a virtual machine environment on a single process 
ing complex to access multiple functions in a SR-IOV capable 
device. 
0007 Multi-root IOV (MR-IOV) has also been specified, 
which builds on SR-IOV to provide native I/O virtualization 
in topologies in which multiple root complexes share a PCIe 
hierarchy. The MR-IOV, however, requires implementation at 
the fabric, endpoint, and system levels that has not been 
realized to date. 
0008. Additionally, conventional technologies include 
proprietary systems that have been developed to implement 
IO virtualization. However, these systems do not provide 
native, transparent PCIe connections to the hosts and IO 
devices in the system and, further, require proprietary IO 
resource modules or drivers to run on the hosts. 
0009 Fiber Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) is another con 
ventional technology that allows for tunneling storage traffic 
using a Fiber Channel protocol to be encapsulated in ethernet 
frames and transported on an ethernet fabric. However, exten 
sive infrastructure replacement will be necessary to imple 
ment FCoE, like required replacement of the switching fab 
ric, IO devices, and drivers associated with the client-server 
(ethernet) and storage (fiber channel) networks. 
0010 Conventional systems also include ExpressEther, 
which is a system architecture that provides a mechanism to 
transport PCIe traffic over an ethernet fabric. However, the 
system does not provide sharing of PCIe devices at the func 
tion level, but only serial assignment of an entire device to a 
given host. Moreover, the system does not provide for a 
centralized management entity. 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 

0011 Each patent, patent application, and/or publication 
mentioned in this specification is herein incorporated by ref 
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erence in its entirety to the same extent as if each individual 
patent, patent application, and/or publication was specifically 
and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012 FIG. 1A is a block diagram of the Input/Output 
Virtualization (IOV) System, under an embodiment. 
(0013 FIG. 1B is another block diagram of the IOV Sys 
tem, under an embodiment. 
0014 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the IOV system, under 
an alternative embodiment. 
0015 FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of I/O device assignment to 
a proxy device, under an embodiment. 
0016 FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of I/O device unassignment 
from a proxy device, under an embodiment. 
0017 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram for controlling communi 
cations between host computers and I/O devices, under an 
embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0018. An Input/Output (IO) Virtualization (IOV) system is 
described herein that provides a mechanism for sharing com 
puter peripheral devices or resources between multiple host 
computers. This sharing of a single device across multiple 
host systems is referred to as “Input/Output Virtualization 
because a single resource is presented multiple times to 
numerous host systems. The IOV system, in coupling or 
connecting multiple host computers and multiple IO devices 
to a managed transport fabric, provides IO virtualization Ser 
vices to the host computers. The host computers may be of 
any type or size, and may run any operating system or hyper 
visor to provide a virtualized environment for guest operating 
systems. The host interface to the IOV system is PCI-Express 
(PCIe), which is available on nearly every modern computer, 
particularly server class machines. The IO devices are PCIe 
based to provide maximum compatibility with industry stan 
dard devices, but are not so limited. 
0019. In the following description, numerous specific 
details are introduced to provide a thorough understanding of 
and enabling description for, embodiments of the present 
invention. One skilled in the relevant art, however, will rec 
ognize that these embodiments can be practiced without one 
or more of the specific details, or with other components, 
systems, etc. In other instances, well-known structures or 
operations are not shown, or are not described in detail, to 
avoid obscuring aspects of the disclosed embodiments. 
0020 FIG. 1A is a block diagram of the Input/Output 
Virtualization (IOV) System 10, under an embodiment. The 
IOV system 10 comprises a number of IOV interface devices 
01-02. The IOV interface devices of an embodiment include 
host interface devices 01 coupled or connected to host com 
puters 11, where at least one host interface device 01 is 
coupled or connected to at least one host computer 11 (e.g., 
Host Interface 0 coupled or connected to Host 0 (Computer), 
Host InterfaceX coupled or connected to Host X (Computer), 
where X is any number). The IOV interface devices of an 
embodiment also include endpoint interface devices 02 
coupled or connected to IO devices 12, where at least one 
endpoint interface device 02 is coupled or connected to at 
least one IO device 12 (e.g., Device Interface 0 coupled or 
connected to Peripheral Device 0, Device Interface Y coupled 
or connected to Peripheral Device Y (where Y is any num 
ber)). Host computer interfaces 01 and device interfaces 02 
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are in the form of high-speed digital logic devices Such as 
FPGA or ASIC devices, but are not so limited. 
0021. The IOV system further includes a transport fabric 
20. The transport fabric 20 is a scalable, low-latency, high 
bandwidth interconnection fabric that couples or connects the 
host computers 11, the IO devices 12, and the IOV interface 
devices 01-02 to the system. A management CPU (MCPU)30 
of an embodiment couples or connects to the transport fabric 
20 via an interface referred to herein as the MCPU interface 
40. The MCPU interface can also be an FPGA or ASIC 
device(s) and/or implemented in software, but the embodi 
ment is not so limited. 
0022. The IOV system provides, generally, that peripheral 
resources 12 are initialized in the PCIe domain of the MCPU 
30 and then exposed or made available across the fabric 20 to 
the hosts 11 in their respective PCIe domains. The MCPU 30 
maintains privileged control over the resources 12 (entire 
device and global resources) while exposing a Subset of con 
trol (function level) to the host 11. 
0023 FIG. 1B is a block diagram of the Input/Output 
Virtualization (IOV) System 100, under a more specific 
embodiment. The IOV system 100 comprises a number of 
IOV interface devices 101-102. The IOV interface devices of 
an embodiment include host interface devices 101 coupled or 
connected to host computers 111, where at least one host 
interface device 101 is coupled or connected to at least one 
host computer 111 (e.g., Indus H0, Indus H1 . . . . Indus HX 
is coupled or connected to Host 0, Host 1 . . . . Host X, 
respectively (where X is any number)). The IOV interface 
devices of an embodiment include endpoint interface devices 
102 coupled or connected to IO devices 112, where at least 
one endpoint interface device 102 is coupled or connected to 
at least one IO device 112 (e.g., Indus EP0, Indus EP1 . . . 
Indus EPY is coupled or connected to IO device 0, IO device 
1... IO device Y, respectively (where Y is any number)). 
0024. A transport fabric 120 provides a scalable, low 
latency, high-bandwidth interconnection fabric for coupling 
or connecting the host computers 111, the IO devices 112, and 
the IOV interface devices 101-102 to the system. Various 
transport fabric technologies can be used for the transport 
fabric 120, including Ethernet, InfiniBand, and/or other pro 
prietary fabric solutions to name a few. For ease of use, low 
cost, and compatibility purposes, the IOV system 100 of an 
embodiment uses low-latency Ethernet based devices to 
implement the transport fabric 120. A management CPU 130 
of an embodiment couples or connects directly to the trans 
port fabric 120 using a fabric-native interface, and IOV inter 
face functionality between the transport fabric 120 and the 
management CPU 130 is implemented in software and/or 
other components of the management CPU 130 and/or the 
transport fabric 120. 
0025. The host interface devices 101 of an embodiment 
can be a component of an adapter 150, but are not so limited. 
The adapter 150, when present, may take the physical form of 
a PCIe card in rackmount servers or mezzanine card in blade 
servers. The adapter functionality may be further integrated 
onto a host motherboard. The host interface device 101 pro 
vides a standard PCIe interface to the host computer 111, and 
a multi-link interface to the transport fabric 120. 
0026 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the Input/Output Vir 
tualization (IOV) System 200, under an alternative embodi 
ment. The IOV system 200 comprises a number of IOV inter 
face devices 201-202. The IOV interface devices of an 
embodiment include a management interface device 240 
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coupled or connected to a management CPU 230. The IOV 
interface devices of an embodiment also include host inter 
face devices 201 coupled or connected to host computers 211, 
where at least one host interface device 201 is coupled or 
connected to at least one host computer 211 (e.g., Indus H0. 
Indus H1 . . . . Indus HX is coupled or connected to Host 0. 
Host 1. . . . Host X, respectively (where X is any number)). 
Furthermore, the IOV interface devices of an embodiment 
include endpoint interface devices 202 coupled or connected 
to IO devices 212, where at least one endpoint interface 
device 202 is coupled or connected to at least one IO device 
212 (e.g., Indus EP0, Indus EP1... Indus EPY is coupled or 
connected to IO device 0, IO device 1 . . . IO device Y, 
respectively (where Y is any number)). 
0027. A transport fabric 220 provides a scalable, low 
latency, high-bandwidth interconnection fabric for coupling 
or connecting the management CPU, the host computers 211, 
the IO devices 212, and the IOV interface devices 201-202 to 
the system. Various transport fabric technologies can be used 
for the transport fabric 220, including Ethernet, InfiniBand, 
and/or other proprietary fabric solutions to name a few. For 
ease of use, low cost, and compatibility purposes, the IOV 
system 200 of an embodiment uses low-latency Ethernet 
based devices to implement the transport fabric 220. 
0028. The host interface devices 201 of an embodiment 
can be a component of an adapter 250, but are not so limited. 
The adapter 250, when present, may take the physical form of 
a PCIe card in rack-mount servers or mezzanine card in blade 
servers. The adapter functionality may be further integrated 
onto a host motherboard. The host interface device 201 pro 
vides a standard PCIe interface to the host computer 211, and 
a multi-link interface to the transport fabric 220. 
0029 Generally, the host interface device exposes mul 
tiple independent PCI devices to the host computer. These 
PCI devices are exposed as a proxy device, or proxy, of a 
function within the host interface device. The PCI-Express 
proxy device is a device which is coupled between a host 
server's PCI-Express subsystem and a second PCI-Express 
subsystem (the shared subsystem). The shared subsystem is 
managed by a PCI-Express manager. The shared Subsystem 
will comprise one or more endpoint devices which provide 
services such as communications interfaces or storage capac 
ity. The proxy device may implement multiple functions, 
each of which can be a proxy representing a different end 
point function (EPF) in endpoint devices of the shared sub 
system. 
0030 The PCI-Express proxy device exposes the func 
tionality of an endpoint function to the host to which the 
proxy device is accessible. The proxy device appropriately 
translates all accesses intended for the endpoint into transac 
tions that may be transferred across the switch fabric of the 
shared subsystem. In this way, the functionality of the end 
point is accessible to the host using standard and existing 
PCI-Express software. 
0031. The proxy provides access to the endpoint device by 
storing information to identify local and remote resources. As 
the proxy comprises a PCI function on the local hostbus, the 
local information that it stores includes a PCI identifier in the 
domain of the local host. The PCI identifier of an embodiment 
is a bus/device/function (BDF) number. The BDF identifies 
either the requester or completer in the PCIe split-transaction 
protocol. The BDF is unique within a single domain, but if a 
resource is accessed from multiple domains, the BDF is 
modified so as not to allow duplicate identifiers. 
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0032. Additionally, the proxy stores information to iden 
tify the remote endpoint function. This information includes 
an EPF identifier, which may be a PCI identifier (e.g., BDF) 
in the domain of the shared subsystem, or an identifier of a 
different format. The information to identify the remote EPF 
also includes the destination address of the device interface 
corresponding to the EPF, and the destination address of the 
manager. Furthermore, the information to identify the remote 
EPF includes resource identifiers such as a memory range 
identifier (indicating a specific PCI base address register 
(BAR) in the endpoint device), and a related mechanism to 
determine the identifier per transaction. 
0033. The proxy further handles routing of transactions 
between the host, the endpoint function, and the MCPU. 
Depending on the type of endpoint function and the type of 
transaction, the proxy determines the destination of requests 
from the host, the destination of requests being either the 
endpoint function or the MCPU, but the embodiment is not so 
limited. 

0034. In an embodiment, the proxy reserves local 
resources (e.g., BDF, memory range, I/O range, etc) in the 
host domain. In so doing, the proxy device provides a place 
holder device to reserve resources in the host domain during 
PCI enumeration and discovery. These resources include a 
PCI identifier, and the PCI identifier of an embodiment is one 
or more of a BDF, a memory space reservation, an IO space 
reservation, an interrupt request identifier, and a PCI capabil 
ity, to name a few examples. The resources reserved can be a 
superset of the resources required by any EPF used in the 
system or, alternatively, a Subset of the resources required by 
any EPF used in the system. Upon assignment of an EPF to a 
proxy device, the host rescans the PCI-Express subsystem 
and discovers the EPF resource requests. The resources 
requested by the EPF fit within the space reserved by the 
proxy, which prevents extensive reallocation of resources by 
the host. When the EPF is unassigned from the host, the proxy 
may be re-programmed to the original state so that resources 
are reserved during Subsequent bus scans. 
0035. When a function is assigned to a specific host com 
puter, the proxy for that function is populated with configu 
ration information for the actual function. Upon population of 
the proxy, the IOV system indicates a hot-plug event to the 
host computer. Upon recognizing the hot-plug event and dis 
covering the function proxy, the host computer loads the 
appropriate driver for the function. Configuration accesses to 
the proxy can be directed to the MCPU which controls con 
figuration of the function and updates the proxy with current 
configuration status. Depending on the type of endpoint 
device, the mode of operation of the endpoint device, and the 
type of transaction, configuration accesses to the proxy may 
be directed to the EPF itself. The IO accesses to the proxy are 
sent directly to the IO device via the transport fabric to main 
tain a low-latency, high-throughput interface. 
0036. The IOV host interface device may also include an 
actual PCIe device to provide a host-to-host communication 
function. This function allows hosts to communicate directly 
with other hosts via various methods. Methods may include a 
memory-oriented scheme and/or a standard sockets-oriented 
scheme. For example, the mechanism of an embodiment 
maps a region of IO memory in one host to the physical 
memory in another. Based on this mechanism, connection 
oriented or connectionless communication channels may be 
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implemented. The function includes a direct memory access 
(DMA) engine, to offload the communication load from host 
CPUS. 

0037. The IO devices or other endpoint devices interface 
to the IOV system via the standard PCIe interface. The PCIe 
interface couples or connects to an IOV endpoint interface 
device (e.g., Indus EPx). The endpoint interface device pro 
vides the encapsulation and/or decapsulation of PCIe traffic 
such that it may traverse the transport fabric between the IO 
devices, the management CPU and the host computers. The 
transport fabric coupling or connection generally comprises 
multiple links to provide high bandwidth. 
0038. The IO devices can include devices having any num 
ber of different capabilities, single-function devices, multi 
function devices, and/or SR-IOV capable devices. SR-IOV 
indicates a standard developed by the PCI-SIG to allow mul 
tifunction devices to be shared amongst multiple guest oper 
ating systems on a single host, in a virtual machine monitor 
(VMM or hypervisor) environment. In the IOV system of an 
embodiment, single function devices may be assigned to a 
single host only, with privileged control allowed for that host. 
Multifunction devices may be shared across multiple hosts 
with separate physical functions controlled by drivers run 
ning on the hosts, while the management CPU may run a 
privileged driver for configuring the functions. SR-IOV 
devices may be shared across multiple hosts with the physical 
functions controlled by the privileged driver running on the 
management CPU, and the virtual functions assigned to vari 
ous hosts and controlled by non-privileged drivers running on 
those hosts. 
0039. The transport fabric and IOV interface device logic 
provide a robust interconnect that guarantees the reliability 
and quality of service expected by standard PCIe devices. 
These guarantees include error-free, in-order, exactly-once 
delivery of packets under a relatively high system load with 
relatively low loss. To achieve this, the transport fabric inter 
face logic closely emulates the functionality of the PCIe link 
layer. This emulation includes the error checking, ACK/NAK 
protocol, packet retransmission, quality of service (priority), 
and extends the link layer with congestion management capa 
bilities. 

0040. The use of an Ethernet transportfabric in an embodi 
ment allows for the attachment of many hosts and IO devices. 
Ethernet switches are denser (more ports) and higher band 
width than PCIe Switches. Therefore, the IOV system can 
support more ports, on the order of 24-64 ports. This port 
count can be maintained for even very high bandwidth ports, 
as described below. 

0041. The transport fabric of an embodiment provides 
high-bandwidth interfaces to host and device ports. PCIe 
interfaces have a wide range of possible bandwidths, with 
links comprising one or more lanes, and lanes operating at 
various speeds. The slowest PCIe link possible is a single lane 
operating at 2.5 Gb/s (PCIe 1.0x1), for a total link bandwidth 
of 2.5 Gb/s and a data throughput of 2.0 Gb/s (250 MB/s) after 
encoding overhead is removed. The fastest link currently 
available has sixteen lanes operating at 5.0 Gb/s (PCIe 2.0x 
16), providing 80 Gb/s of link bandwidth and 64 Gb/s (8 
GB/s) of data throughput. As a single fabric port may provide 
less bandwidth than required to support a fast PCIe link, the 
IOV interface devices provide the capability to distribute the 
load across multiple transport fabric links. In order to main 
tain the maximum port count available in the transport fabric 
(given by the number of ports on a single fabric Switch), 
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multiple fabric switches are used in parallel to support these 
multi-link interfaces. For example, while a single 24-port 
fabric switch with 10 Gb/s ports can support 24 10 Gb/s 
interfaces, a combination of two 24-port Switches can Support 
24 20 Gb/s interfaces. Similarly, a combination of four 
64-port switches can support 64 40 Gb/s interfaces. This 
concept is called striping and, for PCIe fabrics of the IOV 
system, this concept has been applied to an ethernet fabric. 
The interfaces may be distributed between hosts, IO devices, 
and the MCPU. 

0042. To support the sharing of peripheral devices or 
resource devices across multiple domains of the IOV system, 
an embodiment uses proxy devices and a proxy configuration 
manager component. A controlling server may be coupled to 
a proxy device. In one embodiment, the proxy device has at 
least two ports: a first port that is coupled to the controlling 
server and a second port that is coupled to a PCIe fabric. The 
host port comprises a PCIe link that may be scalable and 
comprise one or more high-speed lanes in accordance with 
the PCI-Express physical specification. The controlling 
server accesses a function of the target endpoint device 
through the associated proxy device, which directs transac 
tions to the target function. The configuration space of the 
proxy device may comprise the PCI configuration registers, 
power management capabilities, message signaled interrupt 
(MSI) and/or MSI-extended (MSI-X) capabilities, and PCIe 
extended capabilities. The proxy device may be capable of 
receiving interrupt transactions from a proxy interrupt con 
Veyance mechanism and communicating the interrupt trans 
actions to a controlling server over a PCIe link. Multiple 
proxy devices may expose multiple functions embedded 
within endpoint devices to the server side of the IOV system 
and instantiate them by proxy. Each of these functions can 
represent a different endpoint function in the shared sub 
system. 
0043 More particularly, the IOV system uses the proxy 
device to allow resource assignment and unassignment, 
where the proxy is a placeholder in the host interface device, 
reserving resources (e.g., PCIe identifier, BDF and system 
memory, etc.) for use by I/O devices to be assigned to the host 
computer. During the use of the I/O devices by the host 
computer, the proxy can perform other actions. 
0044 FIG.3 is a flow diagram of I/O device assignment to 
a proxy device 300 in the IOV system, under an embodiment. 
The I/O devices to be made available to host computers in the 
IOV system are discovered and enumerated in the MCPU 
domain 302A. Separately, the proxy devices in a host inter 
face device are discovered by the host computer upon boot, 
and are thus enumerated as part of the host computer PCIe 
domain 302B. Once these tasks are completed, the system 
administrator assigns resource functions of the I/O devices to 
a host computer for use 304. The proxy device for the 
assigned resource function is populated with configuration 
information for the resource function by copying the configu 
ration data for the target function into the proxy device of the 
host interface device of the host computer to which the cor 
responding resource functions are assigned 306. The IOV 
system indicates a hot-plug event to the host computer, and 
the IOV system initiates a rescan of the host computer system 
PCIe bus via the PCIe hot-plug event 308. Upon rescan, the 
host computer discovers and enumerates the assigned 
resource function remotely as directed by the configuration 
data. Upon recognition of the proxied function, the host com 
puter loads the appropriate device driver for that resource 
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function and prepares it for use in the host computer 312. 
Configuration accesses to the proxy are directed to the 
resource function or to the management CPU, depending on 
the type of access and the mode in which the device is oper 
ating. 
0045 FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of I/O device unassignment 
from a proxy device 400 in the IOV system, under an embodi 
ment. Upon I/O device un-assignment from a proxy device to 
which it was previously assigned, the system administrator 
unassigns a resource function of the I/O device from the 
proxy device 402. In response to the unassigning of the 
resource function, the host computer initiates the quiescence 
and unloading of the appropriate device driver for that 
resource function 404. The proxy is reprogrammed such that 
the proxy configuration is returned to its original state 406. 
The IOV system initiates a rescan of the host computer system 
PCIe bus via a PCIe hot-plug event 408. 
0046. In this fashion, PCIe resource functions of I/O 
devices in the system are exposed to host computers as sepa 
rate PCIe devices. This enables the allocation of individual 
functions in a multifunction or SR-IOV resource card to be 
shared across multiple hosts where they appear as separate 
devices. This distinction further enables each I/O device to be 
managed separately in the separate host domains, with the 
management of the shared resource handled by the IOV sys 
tem software. 

0047. The configuration of an embodiment further enables 
the sharing and flexible allocation of IO resources to host 
computers upon demand. The nature of the proxy and assign 
ment method specifically enables the sharing of single-do 
main I/O devices across multiple domains, allow manage 
ment of the I/O devices from a management domain, and 
allow host computers to use system resources without modi 
fication of the platform hardware, firmware, operating sys 
tem, devices drivers, or applications. 
0048. To enable the transport of data between resource 
functions and hosts, each resource function and a representa 
tion of each function in the host interface is uniquely addres 
sable over the transportfabric of an embodiment, as described 
in the Related Applications. Therefore, each interface device 
(host and resource) has a fabric address. The individual func 
tions in a resource and each function representation (proxy) 
are disambiguated in a transport packet header field. Gener 
ally, then, functions of a target endpoint device are presented 
to a controlling server through an associated proxy device. 
Servers, proxy devices and endpoint devices use PCI Express 
transaction protocol to communicate. A proxy configuration 
manager copies the configuration space of a target endpoint 
device to a proxy device associated with a controlling server. 
Embodiments further provide a proxy interrupt conveyance 
mechanism that relays pending interrupts from endpoint 
devices in the shared Subsystem to the appropriate controlling 
SWCS. 

0049 FIG. 5 is a flow diagram for controlling communi 
cations between host computers and IO devices 500 in the 
IOV system, under an embodiment. Upon system startup, the 
management CPU boots 502 and loads a virtual PCIe hierar 
chy from the management interface device, then initializes 
504 the transport fabric and IOV system interface devices 
coupled or connected to the system. The IOV interface 
devices provide an encapsulation and/or decapsulation pro 
tocol for PCIe traffic to traverse the transport fabric, as 
described above. 
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0050. Using the transport fabric to access the IO devices, 
the management CPU then uses the standard PCIe discovery 
process to discover and enumerate all of the PCIe resources 
coupled or connected to the system. Generally, all resource 
discovery can be treated as hot-plug (e.g., at startup, devices 
already connected will send hot-plug events). When a 
resource is hot-plugged into the system, it is inserted into the 
virtual hierarchy and initialized. The management CPU ini 
tializes the PCIe devices, and runs a privileged driver for each 
to control the PCIe device. The privileged driver has complete 
control over the physical PCIe device, including power man 
agement and reset capability. The management CPU simi 
larly discovers and controls PCIe devices that are hot-plugged 
to the system during live operation. The IOV system once 
initialized couples or connects multiple host computers and 
multiple IO devices to a managed transport fabric to provide 
and control 506 IO virtualization and host-to-host communi 
cation services to the host computers. 
0051 More specifically, communication control opera 
tions of an embodiment continue with the IOV system pro 
viding and controlling 506 IO virtualization and host-to-host 
communication services to the host computers using resource 
assignment commands and resource hot-plug events. In an 
embodiment, a resource assignment command is received 
510, and a determination is made 512 whether the corre 
sponding function is assigned or unassigned. When the func 
tion is assigned, associated interface devices and proxies are 
programmed and a virtual hot-plug event is sent 514 to the 
host. When the function is unassigned, a virtual hot-unplug 
event is sent 516 to the host. 
0052 Operation continues in an embodiment when a 
resource hot-plug event is received 520. In response, a deter 
mination is made 522 whether a device is being added or 
removed. When a device is being added, the device is initial 
ized and inserted 524 into the virtual hierarchy. When a 
device is being removed, the host is notified and the device is 
removed 526 from the virtual hierarchy. 
0053. The IOV system of an embodiment allows for vir 
tualization of multifunction (non-MR aware) PCIe devices 
across multiple hosts while utilizing the native device drivers. 
The IOV system further allows native host to host communi 
cations across the interconnect fabric, along with the IOV 
traffic. Additionally, the system provides native PCIe inter 
faces to hosts and IO devices in a scalable fashion (many 
high-bandwidth ports). 
0054) The IOV system implements a flexible and efficient 
architecture for datacenter computer interconnects. The IOV 
system architecture, for example, provides access to multiple 
IO resources over a single host connection which replaces 
multiple independent dedicated network connections. The 
convergence of these connections overa single wire reduces 
costs and cabling complexity in the datacenter. 
0055. The ability to provision IO resources at a fine level 
of granularity using the IOV system gives users an efficient 
way to assign the resources that are necessary for a given 
compute job. Resources may be allocated according to ser 
vice level agreements or allocated at the time of use. This 
prevents the need to install IO resources that may be underuti 
lized by a given host. 
0056. The ability to centralize IO resources allows for 
efficient high-availability configurations. For example, if the 
host controlling a given resource fails, the resource can be 
reassigned to a working host and use of the resource can 
CSU. 
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0057 The IO address virtualization provided by the IOV 
system allows server hardware to be added or changed with 
out affecting network configuration settings for access to 
other hosts, access to storage devices, and security. This sim 
plifies network maintenance as servers are added, removed, 
or upgraded. 
0.058 Conventional PCIe based systems are limited in 
Scalability, and systems connected through standard PCIe 
Switch silicon are severely limited in port count, limiting the 
number of hosts and IO devices that may be connected to the 
system. The IOV system provides a standard, scalable trans 
port fabric and therefore a scalable and flexible interconnec 
tion topology for many hosts and IO devices. This also allows 
the IOV system of an embodiment to leverage existing stan 
dards-based devices and the original drivers provided by the 
device vendors. 

0059. The IOV system provides for a centralized entity to 
manage the assignment of IO functions to hosts and host-to 
host communication channels. This capability allows data 
center managers to control the amount of IO allocated to 
individual hosts, ensuring that datacenter resources are avail 
able when desired and are used efficiently. The IOV system 
also provides a high-bandwidth, low-latency host-to-host 
communication capability. Providing this capability at the 
first tier (closest to the host) of interconnection is critical to 
achieving low latency and high throughput, while integration 
at this level reduces the cost of implementation. 
0060. The IOV system allows host (server) computers to 
be procured and installed without specific IO resources, and 
can access the necessary IO resources from the IOV network. 
Similarly, IO resources can be procured as necessary and 
installed in the system independently of computer resources 
(CPU and Memory). Thus, the upgrade cycles for compute 
and IO resources can be separated, reducing procurement cost 
and complexity. 
0061 Embodiments described herein include a system 
comprising a plurality of device interfaces coupled to trans 
port fabric and to a plurality of input/output (IO) devices. 
Each IO device comprises at least one endpoint function 
(EPF). The system of an embodiment includes a plurality of 
host interfaces coupled to the transport fabric. Each host 
interface couples to a host computer of a plurality of indepen 
dent host computers. The system of an embodiment includes 
a plurality of proxies. Each host interface comprises a proxy 
of the plurality of proxies. Each proxy includes configuration 
data. 

0062 Embodiments described herein include a system 
comprising: a plurality of device interfaces coupled to trans 
port fabric and to a plurality of input/output (IO) devices, 
wherein each IO device comprises at least one endpoint func 
tion (EPF); and a plurality of host interfaces coupled to the 
transport fabric, wherein each host interface couples to a host 
computer of a plurality of independent host computers; a 
plurality of proxies, each hostinterface comprising a proxy of 
the plurality of proxies, each proxy including configuration 
data. 

0063 A plurality of EPFs of the plurality of independent 
IO devices of an embodiment are discovered and enumerated 
in a first domain. 

0064. At least one EPF of an embodiment is assigned to a 
proxy corresponding to a host computer. 
0065. A proxy of an embodiment in a host interface is 
discovered by a corresponding host computer corresponding 
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to the host interface and is enumerated in a second domain 
that is an independent domain specific to the corresponding 
host computer. 
0066. The proxy of an embodiment is programmed with 
configuration data. 
0067. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a bus-device-function (BDF) number in the first domain. 
0068. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a memory range identifier. 
0069. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
an endpoint function (EPF) identifier of the EPF. 
0070 The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a destination address of a device interface corresponding to 
the EPF. 
0071. A bus of the host computer of an embodiment is 
rescanned. 
0072 The rescanning of an embodiment comprises a PCIe 
hot-plug event. 
0073. The EPF of an embodiment is discovered in the 
second domain via use of the configuration data. 
0074. A driver of an embodiment is loaded for the IO 
device comprising the EPF. 
0075. The EPF of an embodiment is unassigned from the 
proxy corresponding to the host computer. 
0076. The driver of an embodiment is unloaded for the IO 
device comprising the EPF. 
0077. The proxy of an embodiment is reprogrammed to an 
original state that is a state of the proxy prior to programming 
of the proxy with the configuration data. 
0078. The bus of the host computer of an embodiment is 
rescanned. 
007.9 The rescanning of an embodiment comprises a PCIe 
hot-plug event. 
0080. The PCIe resource functions embodied in the EPFs 
of an embodiment are exposed to host computers as separate 
PCIe devices. 
0081. The plurality of independent IO devices of an 
embodiment include an IO device with one endpoint function 
(EPF), wherein the IO device with one EPF is assigned to a 
single host computer that has privileged control over the EPF. 
0082. The plurality of independent IO devices of an 
embodiment include an IO device with a plurality of endpoint 
functions (EPFs), wherein the IO device with the plurality of 
EPFs is shared across a set of host computers of the plurality 
of independent host computers. 
0083. The device interfaces and the host interfaces of an 
embodiment comprise at least one of an encapsulation pro 
tocol and a decapsulation protocol for Peripheral Component 
Interconnect Express (PCIe) traffic to traverse the transport 
fabric. 
0084 Embodiments described herein include a system 
comprising a management central processor unit (MCPU) 
coupled to transport fabric. The system of an embodiment 
comprises a plurality of device interfaces coupled to the trans 
port fabric and to a plurality of input/output (IO) devices. 
Each IO device comprises at least one endpoint function 
(EPF). The system of an embodiment comprises a plurality of 
host interfaces coupled to the transport fabric. Each host 
interface couples to a host computer of a plurality of indepen 
dent host computers. Each host interface comprises a proxy 
including configuration data. 
0085 Embodiments described herein include a system 
comprising: a management central processor unit (MCPU) 
coupled to transport fabric; a plurality of device interfaces 
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coupled to the transport fabric and to a plurality of input/ 
output (IO) devices, wherein each IO device comprises at 
least one endpoint function (EPF); and a plurality of host 
interfaces coupled to the transport fabric, wherein each host 
interface couples to a host computer of a plurality of indepen 
dent host computers, each host interface comprising a proxy 
including configuration data. 
I0086 A plurality of EPFs of the plurality of independent 
IO devices of an embodiment are discovered and enumerated 
in a first domain that is a domain of the MCPU. 
I0087. The MCPU of an embodiment initializes the plural 
ity of independent IO devices. 
I0088. The MCPU of an embodiment runs a privileged 
driver for each IO device of the plurality of independent IO 
devices, wherein the privileged driver controls the IO device. 
I0089. The system of an embodiment comprises assigning 
at least one EPF to a host computer for use by the host 
computer. 
0090 The system of an embodiment comprises assigning 
an EPF to a proxy, the proxy corresponding to the host com 
puter. 
0091 A proxy in a host interface of an embodiment is 
discovered by a corresponding host computer corresponding 
to the host interface and is enumerated in a second domain 
that is an independent domain specific to the corresponding 
host computer. 
0092. The system of an embodiment comprises program 
ming the proxy with configuration data. 
0093. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a bus-device-function (BDF) number in the first domain. 
0094. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a memory range identifier. 
0.095 The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
an endpoint function (EPF) identifier of the EPF. 
0096. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a destination address of a device interface corresponding to 
the EPF. 
0097. The system of an embodiment comprises rescan 
ning a bus of the host computer, wherein the bus is a Periph 
eral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) bus. 
0098. The rescanning of an embodiment comprises a PCIe 
hot-plug event. 
0099. The system of an embodiment comprises discover 
ing the EPF in the second domain via use of the configuration 
data. 
0100. The system of an embodiment comprises loading a 
driver for the IO device comprising the EPF and preparing the 
IO device for use. 
0101 Configuration accesses to the proxy of an embodi 
ment are directed to the MCPU, wherein the MCPU controls 
configuration of the EPF and updates the proxy with current 
configuration status of the EPF. 
0102 The IO accesses to the proxy of an embodiment are 
sent directly to the IO device via the transport fabric. 
0103) The system of an embodiment comprises unassign 
ing the EPF from the proxy, the proxy corresponding to the 
host computer. 
0104. The system of an embodiment comprises unloading 
the driver for the IO device comprising the EPF. 
0105. The system of an embodiment comprises repro 
gramming the proxy to an original state, wherein an original 
state is a state of the proxy prior to programming of the proxy 
with the configuration data. 
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0106 The system of an embodiment comprises rescan 
ning the bus of the host computer, wherein the bus is the PCIe 
bus. 
0107 The rescanning of an embodiment comprises a PCIe 
hot-plug event. 
0108. The PCIe resource functions embodied in the EPFs 
of an embodiment are exposed to host computers as separate 
PCIe devices. 
0109. The plurality of independent IO devices of an 
embodiment include an IO device with one endpoint function 
(EPF), wherein the MCPU assigns the IO device with one 
EPF to a single host computer, wherein the single host com 
puter has privileged control over the EPF. 
0110. The plurality of independent IO devices of an 
embodiment include an IO device with a plurality of endpoint 
functions (EPFs), wherein the IO device with the plurality of 
EPFs is shared across a set of host computers of the plurality 
of independent host computers. 
0111. The plurality of IO devices of an embodiment are 
coupled to the transport fabric using a Peripheral Component 
Interconnect Express (PCIe) interface. 
0112. The MCPU of an embodiment is at least one of 
connected directly to the transport fabric and coupled to the 
transport fabric with a management interface. 
0113. The MCPU of an embodiment initializes the trans 
port fabric, the device interfaces, and the host interfaces. 
0114. The MCPU of an embodiment initializes the device 
interfaces and the host interfaces. 
0115 The device interfaces and the host interfaces of an 
embodiment comprise at least one of an encapsulation pro 
tocol and a decapsulation protocol for Peripheral Component 
Interconnect Express (PCIe) traffic to traverse the transport 
fabric. 
0116 Embodiments described herein include a method 
comprising coupling a plurality of device interfaces to a trans 
port fabric and to a plurality of input/output (IO) devices. 
Each device interface couples to the IO device of the plurality 
of IO devices. Each IO device comprises at least one endpoint 
function (EPF). The method of an embodiment comprises 
coupling a plurality of host interfaces to the transport fabric. 
Each host interface comprises a proxy and couples to a host 
computer of a plurality of independent host computers. The 
method of an embodiment comprises configuring each proxy 
with configuration data, wherein the proxy reserves resources 
for use by the corresponding host computer. 
0117 Embodiments described herein include a method 
comprising: coupling a plurality of device interfaces to a 
transport fabric and to a plurality of input/output (IO) devices, 
wherein each device interface couples to the IO device of the 
plurality of IO devices, wherein each IO device comprises at 
least one endpoint function (EPF); and coupling a plurality of 
host interfaces to the transport fabric, wherein each host inter 
face comprises a proxy and couples to a host computer of a 
plurality of independent host computers; and configuring 
each proxy with configuration data, wherein the proxy 
reserves resources for use by the corresponding host com 
puter. 
0118. The method of an embodiment comprises discover 
ing and enumerating a plurality of EPFs of the plurality of 
independent IO devices in a first domain that is a domain of 
the MCPU. 
0119 The method of an embodiment comprises assigning 
at least one EPF to a host computer for use by the host 
computer. 
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0.120. The method of an embodiment comprises assigning 
an EPF to a proxy, the proxy corresponding to the host com 
puter. 
I0121 The method of an embodiment comprises discover 
ing a proxy in a host interface and enumerating the proxy in a 
second domain that is an independent domain specific to the 
host computer corresponding to the proxy. 
0.122 The method of an embodiment comprises repro 
gramming the proxy with configuration data. 
I0123. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a bus-device-function (BDF) number in the first domain. 
0.124. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a memory range identifier. 
0.125. The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
an endpoint function (EPF) identifier of the EPF. 
0.126 The configuration data of an embodiment comprises 
a destination address of a device interface corresponding to 
the EPF. 
I0127. The method of an embodiment comprises rescan 
ning a bus of the host computer, wherein the bus is a Periph 
eral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) bus. 
I0128. The rescanning of an embodiment comprises a PCIe 
hot-plug event. 
I0129. The method of an embodiment comprises discover 
ing the EPF in the second domain via use of the configuration 
data. 
0.130. The method of an embodiment comprises loading a 
driver for the IO device comprising the EPF and preparing the 
IO device for use. 
I0131 The method of an embodiment comprises unassign 
ing the EPF from the proxy. 
0.132. The method of an embodiment comprises unloading 
the driver for the IO device comprising the EPF. 
I0133. The method of an embodiment comprises repro 
gramming the proxy to an original state that is a state of the 
proxy prior to programming of the proxy with the configura 
tion data. 
I0134. The method of an embodiment comprises rescan 
ning the bus of the host computer. 
0.135 The rescanning of an embodiment comprises a PCIe 
hot-plug event. 
0.136 Resource functions embodied in the EPFs of an 
embodiment are exposed to host computers as separate 
devices. 
0.137 Networks suitable for use with the embodiments 
described herein include local area networks (LAN), wide 
area networks (WAN). Internet, or other connection services 
and network variations such as the worldwide web, the public 
internet, a private internet, a private computer network, a 
public network, a mobile network, a cellular network, a value 
added network, and the like. Computing devices coupled or 
connected to the network may be any microprocessor con 
trolled device that permits access to the network, including 
terminal devices, such as personal computers, workstations, 
servers, mini computers, main-frame computers, laptop com 
puters, mobile computers, palm top computers, hand held 
computers, mobile phones, TV set-top boxes, or combina 
tions thereof. The computer network may include one of more 
LANs, WANs, Internets, and computers. The computers may 
serve as servers, clients, or a combination thereof. Storage 
resources accessed by the system comprise storage networks 
(e.g., SAN, NAS, etc.), direct attached disks (e.g., DAS), and 
can also include removable media (e.g., CD, DVD, Tape, 
Flash, etc). 
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0.138. The IOV system can be a component of a single 
system, multiple systems, and/or geographically separate 
systems. The IOV system can also be a Subcomponent or 
Subsystem of a single system, multiple systems, and/or geo 
graphically separate systems. The IOV system can be coupled 
to one or more other components (not shown) of a host system 
or a system coupled to the host system. 
0.139. One or more components of the IOV system and/or 
a corresponding system or application to which the IOV sys 
tem is coupled or connected include and/or run under and/or 
in association with a processing system. The processing sys 
tem includes any collection of processor-based devices or 
computing devices operating together, or components of pro 
cessing systems or devices, as is known in the art. For 
example, the processing system can include one or more of a 
portable computer, portable communication device operating 
in a communication network, and/or a network server. The 
portable computer can be any of a number and/or combina 
tion of devices selected from among personal computers, 
personal digital assistants, portable computing devices, and 
portable communication devices, but is not so limited. The 
processing system can include components within a larger 
computer system. 
0140. The processing system of an embodiment includes 
at least one processor and at least one memory device or 
Subsystem. The processing system can also include or be 
coupled to at least one database. The term “processor as 
generally used herein refers to any logic processing unit, Such 
as one or more central processing units (CPUs), digital signal 
processors (DSPs), application-specific integrated circuits 
(ASIC), etc. The processor and memory can be monolithi 
cally integrated onto a single chip, distributed among a num 
ber of chips or components, and/or provided by Some com 
bination of algorithms. The methods described herein can be 
implemented in one or more of Software algorithm(s), pro 
grams, firmware, hardware, components, circuitry, in any 
combination. 
0141. The components of any system that includes the 
IOV system can be located together or in separate locations. 
Communication paths couple the components and include 
any medium for communicating or transferring files among 
the components. The communication paths include wireless 
connections, wired connections, and hybrid wireless/wired 
connections. The communication paths also include cou 
plings or connections to networks including local area net 
works (LANs), metropolitan area networks (MANS), wide 
area networks (WANs), proprietary networks, interoffice or 
backend networks, and the Internet. Furthermore, the com 
munication paths include removable fixed mediums like 
floppy disks, hard disk drives, and CD-ROM disks, as well as 
flash RAM, Universal Serial Bus (USB) connections, RS-232 
connections, telephone lines, buses, and electronic mail mes 
SageS. 
0142 Aspects of the IOV system and corresponding sys 
tems and methods described herein may be implemented as 
functionality programmed into any of a variety of circuitry, 
including programmable logic devices (PLDS), such as field 
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), programmable array 
logic (PAL) devices, electrically programmable logic and 
memory devices and standard cell-based devices, as well as 
application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Some other 
possibilities for implementing aspects of the IOV system and 
corresponding systems and methods include: microcontrol 
lers with memory (such as electronically erasable program 
mable read only memory (EEPROM)), embedded micropro 
cessors, firmware, Software, etc. Furthermore, aspects of the 
IOV system and corresponding systems and methods may be 
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embodied in microprocessors having Software-based circuit 
emulation, discrete logic (sequential and combinatorial), cus 
tom devices, fuzzy (neural) logic, quantum devices, and 
hybrids of any of the above device types. Of course the under 
lying device technologies may be provided in a variety of 
component types, e.g., metal-oxide semiconductor field-ef 
fect transistor (MOSFET) technologies like complementary 
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS), bipolar technologies 
like emitter-coupled logic (ECL), polymer technologies (e.g., 
silicon-conjugated polymer and metal-conjugated polymer 
metal structures), mixed analog and digital, etc. 
0143. It should be noted that any system, method, and/or 
other components disclosed herein may be described using 
computer aided design tools and expressed (or represented), 
as data and/or instructions embodied in various computer 
readable media, in terms of their behavioral, register transfer, 
logic component, transistor, layout geometries, and/or other 
characteristics. Computer-readable media in which such for 
matted data and/or instructions may be embodied include, but 
are not limited to, non-volatile storage media in various forms 
(e.g., optical, magnetic or semiconductor Storage media) and 
carrier waves that may be used to transfer such formatted data 
and/or instructions through wireless, optical, or wired signal 
ing media or any combination thereof. Examples of transfers 
of such formatted data and/or instructions by carrier waves 
include, but are not limited to, transfers (uploads, downloads, 
e-mail, etc.) over the Internet and/or other computer networks 
via one or more data transfer protocols (e.g., HTTP, FTP, 
SMTP, etc.). When received within a computer system via 
one or more computer-readable media, such data and/or 
instruction-based expressions of the above described compo 
nents may be processed by a processing entity (e.g., one or 
more processors) within the computer system in conjunction 
with execution of one or more other computer programs. 
0144. Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, 
throughout the description and the claims, the words "com 
prise.” “comprising.” and the like are to be construed in an 
inclusive sense as opposed to an exclusive or exhaustive 
sense; that is to say, in a sense of “including, but not limited 
to.” Words using the singular or plural number also include 
the plural or singular number respectively. Additionally, the 
words “herein,” “hereunder,” “above,” “below, and words of 
similar import, when used in this application, refer to this 
application as a whole and not to any particular portions of 
this application. When the word 'or' is used in reference to a 
list of two or more items, that word covers all of the following 
interpretations of the word: any of the items in the list, all of 
the items in the list and any combination of the items in the 
list. 

(0145 The above description of embodiments of the IOV 
system and corresponding systems and methods is not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the systems and methods 
to the precise forms disclosed. While specific embodiments 
of and examples for, the IOV system and corresponding 
systems and methods are described herein for illustrative 
purposes, various equivalent modifications are possible 
within the scope of the systems and methods, as those skilled 
in the relevant art will recognize. The teachings of the IOV 
system and corresponding systems and methods provided 
herein can be applied to other systems and methods, not only 
for the systems and methods described above. 
0146 The elements and acts of the various embodiments 
described above can be combined to provide further embodi 
ments. These and other changes can be made to the IOV 
system and corresponding systems and methods in light of the 
above detailed description. 
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0147 In general, in the following claims, the terms used 
should not be construed to limit the IOV system and corre 
sponding systems and methods to the specific embodiments 
disclosed in the specification and the claims, but should be 
construed to include all systems that operate under the claims. 
Accordingly, the IOV system and corresponding systems and 
methods is not limited by the disclosure, but instead the scope 
is to be determined entirely by the claims. 
0148 While certain aspects of the IOV system and corre 
sponding systems and methods are presented below in certain 
claim forms, the inventors contemplate the various aspects of 
the IOV system and corresponding systems and methods in 
any number of claim forms. Accordingly, the inventors 
reserve the right to add additional claims after filing the 
application to pursue such additional claim forms for other 
aspects of the IOV system and corresponding systems and 
methods. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A system comprising: 
a plurality of device interfaces coupled to transport fabric 

and to a plurality of input/output (IO) devices, wherein 
each IO device comprises at least one endpoint function 
(EPF); and 

a plurality of hostinterfaces coupled to the transport fabric, 
wherein each host interface couples to a host computer 
of a plurality of independent host computers; 

a plurality of proxies, each host interface comprising a 
proxy of the plurality of proxies, each proxy including 
configuration data. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein a plurality of EPFs of the 
plurality of independent IO devices are discovered and enu 
merated in a first domain. 

3. The system of claim 2, wherein at least one EPF is 
assigned to a proxy corresponding to a host computer. 

4. The system of claim 3, wherein a proxy in a host inter 
face is discovered by a corresponding host computer corre 
sponding to the host interface and is enumerated in a second 
domain that is an independent domain specific to the corre 
sponding host computer. 

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the proxy is programmed 
with configuration data. 

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a bus-device-function (BDF) number in the first 
domain. 

7. The system of claim 5, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a memory range identifier. 

8. The system of claim 5, wherein the configuration data 
comprises an endpoint function (EPF) identifier of the EPF. 

9. The system of claim 5, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a destination address of a device interface corre 
sponding to the EPF. 

10. The system of claim 5, wherein a bus of the host 
computer is rescanned. 

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the rescanning com 
prises a PCIe hot-plug event. 

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the EPF is discovered 
in the second domain via use of the configuration data. 

13. The system of claim 12, wherein a driver is loaded for 
the IO device comprising the EPF. 

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the EPF is unassigned 
from the proxy corresponding to the host computer. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the driver is unloaded 
for the IO device comprising the EPF. 
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16. The system of claim 15, wherein the proxy is repro 
grammed to an original state that is a state of the proxy prior 
to programming of the proxy with the configuration data. 

17. The system of claim 16, wherein the bus of the host 
computer is rescanned. 

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the rescanning com 
prises a PCIe hot-plug event. 

19. The system of claim 1, wherein PCIe resource func 
tions embodied in the EPFs are exposed to host computers as 
separate PCIe devices. 

20. The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of inde 
pendent IO devices include an IO device with one endpoint 
function (EPF), wherein the IO device with one EPF is 
assigned to a single host computer that has privileged control 
over the EPF. 

21. The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of inde 
pendent IO devices include an IO device with a plurality of 
endpoint functions (EPFs), wherein the IO device with the 
plurality of EPFs is shared across a set of host computers of 
the plurality of independent host computers. 

22. The system of claim 1, wherein the device interfaces 
and the host interfaces comprise at least one of an encapsu 
lation protocol and a decapsulation protocol for Peripheral 
Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) traffic to traverse 
the transport fabric. 

23. A system comprising: 
a management central processor unit (MCPU) coupled to 

transport fabric; 
a plurality of device interfaces coupled to the transport 

fabric and to a plurality of input/output (IO) devices, 
wherein each IO device comprises at least one endpoint 
function (EPF); and 

a plurality of host interfaces coupled to the transport fabric, 
wherein each host interface couples to a host computer 
of a plurality of independent host computers, each host 
interface comprising a proxy including configuration 
data. 

24. The system of claim 23, wherein a plurality of EPFs of 
the plurality of independent IO devices are discovered and 
enumerated in a first domain that is a domain of the MCPU. 

25. The system of claim 24, wherein the MCPU initializes 
the plurality of independent IO devices. 

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the MCPU runs a 
privileged driver for each IO device of the plurality of inde 
pendent IO devices, wherein the privileged driver controls the 
IO device. 

27. The system of claim 24, comprising assigning at least 
one EPF to a host computer for use by the host computer. 

28. The system of claim 27, comprising assigning an EPF 
to a proxy, the proxy corresponding to the host computer. 

29. The system of claim 28, wherein a proxy in a host 
interface is discovered by a corresponding host computer 
corresponding to the host interface and is enumerated in a 
second domain that is an independent domain specific to the 
corresponding host computer. 

30. The system of claim 29, comprising programming the 
proxy with configuration data. 

31. The system of claim 30, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a bus-device-function (BDF) number in the first 
domain. 

32. The system of claim 30, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a memory range identifier. 

33. The system of claim 30, wherein the configuration data 
comprises an endpoint function (EPF) identifier of the EPF. 
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34. The system of claim 30, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a destination address of a device interface corre 
sponding to the EPF. 

35. The system of claim38, comprising rescanning a bus of 
the host computer, wherein the bus is a Peripheral Component 
Interconnect Express (PCIe) bus. 

36. The system of claim 35, wherein the rescanning com 
prises a PCIe hot-plug event. 

37. The system of claim 35, comprising discovering the 
EPF in the second domain via use of the configuration data. 

38. The system of claim37, comprising loading a driver for 
the IO device comprising the EPF and preparing the IO device 
for use. 

39. The system of claim 38, wherein configuration 
accesses to the proxy are directed to the MCPU, wherein the 
MCPU controls configuration of the EPF and updates the 
proxy with current configuration status of the EPF. 

40. The system of claim 38, wherein IO accesses to the 
proxy are sent directly to the IO device via the transport 
fabric. 

41. The system of claim 38, comprising unassigning the 
EPF from the proxy, the proxy corresponding to the host 
computer. 

42. The system of claim 41, comprising unloading the 
driver for the IO device comprising the EPF. 

43. The system of claim 42, comprising reprogramming 
the proxy to an original State, wherein an original state is a 
state of the proxy prior to programming of the proxy with the 
configuration data. 

44. The system of claim 43, comprising rescanning the bus 
of the host computer, wherein the bus is the PCIe bus. 

45. The system of claim 44, wherein the rescanning com 
prises a PCIe hot-plug event. 

46. The system of claim 23, wherein PCIe resource func 
tions embodied in the EPFs are exposed to host computers as 
separate PCIe devices. 

47. The system of claim 23, wherein the plurality of inde 
pendent IO devices include an IO device with one endpoint 
function (EPF), wherein the MCPU assigns the IO device 
with one EPF to a single host computer, wherein the single 
host computer has privileged control over the EPF. 

48. The system of claim 23, wherein the plurality of inde 
pendent IO devices include an IO device with a plurality of 
endpoint functions (EPFs), wherein the IO device with the 
plurality of EPFs is shared across a set of host computers of 
the plurality of independent host computers. 

49. The system of claim 23, wherein the plurality of IO 
devices are coupled to the transport fabric using a Peripheral 
Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) interface. 

50. The system of claim 23, wherein the MCPU is at least 
one of connected directly to the transport fabric and coupled 
to the transport fabric with a management interface. 

51. The system of claim 23, wherein the MCPU initializes 
the transport fabric, the device interfaces, and the host inter 
faces. 

52. The system of claim 23, wherein the MCPU initializes 
the device interfaces and the host interfaces. 

53. The system of claim 23, wherein the device interfaces 
and the host interfaces comprise at least one of an encapsu 
lation protocol and a decapsulation protocol for Peripheral 
Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) traffic to traverse 
the transport fabric. 
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54. A method comprising: 
coupling a plurality of device interfaces to a transport fab 

ric and to a plurality of input/output (IO) devices, 
wherein each device interface couples to the IO device of 
the plurality of IO devices, wherein each IO device 
comprises at least one endpoint function (EPF); and 

coupling a plurality of host interfaces to the transport fab 
ric, wherein each host interface comprises a proxy and 
couples to a host computer of a plurality of independent 
host computers; and 

configuring each proxy with configuration data, wherein 
the proxy reserves resources for use by the correspond 
ing host computer. 

55. The method of claim 54, comprising discovering and 
enumerating a plurality of EPFs of the plurality of indepen 
dent IO devices in a first domain that is a domain of the 
MCPU. 

56. The method of claim 55, comprising assigning at least 
one EPF to a host computer for use by the host computer. 

57. The method of claim 56, comprising assigning an EPF 
to a proxy, the proxy corresponding to the host computer. 

58. The method of claim 57, comprising discovering a 
proxy in a host interface and enumerating the proxy in a 
second domain that is an independent domain specific to the 
host computer corresponding to the proxy. 

59. The method of claim 58, comprising reprogramming 
the proxy with configuration data. 

60. The method of claim 59, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a bus-device-function (BDF) number in the first 
domain. 

61. The method of claim 59, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a memory range identifier. 

62. The method of claim 59, wherein the configuration data 
comprises an endpoint function (EPF) identifier of the EPF. 

63. The method of claim 59, wherein the configuration data 
comprises a destination address of a device interface corre 
sponding to the EPF. 

64. The method of claim 59, comprising rescanning a bus 
of the host computer, wherein the bus is a Peripheral Com 
ponent Interconnect Express (PCIe) bus. 

65. The method of claim 64, wherein the rescanning com 
prises a PCIe hot-plug event. 

66. The method of claim 64, comprising discovering the 
EPF in the second domain via use of the configuration data. 

67. The method of claim 66, comprising loading a driver 
for the IO device comprising the EPF and preparing the IO 
device for use. 

68. The method of claim 67, comprising unassigning the 
EPF from the proxy. 

69. The method of claim 68, comprising unloading the 
driver for the IO device comprising the EPF. 

70. The method of claim 69, comprising reprogramming 
the proxy to an original State that is a state of the proxy prior 
to programming of the proxy with the configuration data. 

71. The method of claim 70, comprising rescanning the bus 
of the host computer. 

72. The method of claim 71, wherein the rescanning com 
prises a PCIe hot-plug event. 

73. The method of claim 54, wherein resource functions 
embodied in the EPFs are exposed to host computers as 
separate devices. 


